


U are a stranger now this road is a fat line between the images of people around U and some unknown sentences not already pronounced come on U are a wild man a strong woman some faces never disappear I will answer the question U made before about the family growing in this town emotions are masks one colour in the background the music here is going faster the light in Ur hair reveals new tales about Urself where are Ur dreams baby where are Ur desires how can U still stare in front of this lines my heart is a hole in your eyes Ur visions are shadows falling dreaming a dream which is impossible they are translating Ur words into a new code never ask another question about it Ur face is recognised in this movement from one word to another from one skin to another from this dream to another reality isn’t there anymore flight with me in the night die a little in this desert other voices came again telling me not to believe again telling U how are U going to continue again we don’t need more food in this times we just scream before the last scene at the cinema perversion is already Urs conspiracy is always a possibility when friends don’t answer Ur calls just continue walking in this street close Ur eyes to hear the voice coming from inside is a joke is a song another romantic desperate lyric playing a melody from Ur ears to Ur heart circulating information a delicate sound destroying Ur feelings anaesthetising Ur dreams the revolutionary possibility of life drinking milk after the supermarket but this is also a lie another image from the background driving U through some unknown sentences not already pronounced protecting U from real lies now U are a stranger again U wake up in another bed thinking about it

